BOOK REVIEWS
FIFTEEN MEN ON A POWDER KEG: A HISTORY
OF THE U.N. SECURITY COUNCIL
Andrew Boyd. New York: Stein and Day, 1971.
pp. 'xvi, 383. Index. $8.95.
"The Security Council is no Everest; but it is there."l
With these words the author, who is no stranger to the operations of the United Nations, closes his study. Such a pronouncement is particularly telling at a period in the Council's
history in which it was repeatedly deadlocked by a series of
Soviet vetoes cast against draft resolutions designed to halt
the Indian-Pakistani war. Once again the Council revealed
its chronic inability to resolve the underlying issues which
caused the conflict. Even more important, from the present
standpoint, was its failure to achieve agreement on a resolution calling for a cease-fire and the withdrawal of armed
personnel. Although the General Assembly considered the
issue under the 1950 "Uniting for Peace" Resolution- and overwhelmingly adopted a proposal which called for the immediate cessation of hostilities and for the withdrawal of armed
forces? India ignored the Assembly's recommendation and
war continued until the new state of Bangladesh was formed.
Surely such lessons will not be lost on the members of
the international community. Israel as a small state, for example, having had considerable experience with the United
Nations including its peace-keeping forces is not likely to
over look the manner in which the incident was handled. The
United States has belatedly come to realize the overall shift
in the balance of power between Suez and the Bay of BengaL
To redress this disadvantage Washington has decided to establish a naval presence in the Indian Ocean; it concluded an
executive agreement with Bahrain for a permanent naval station on that island in the Persian Gulf; built a communications station on the British island of Diego Garcia in the
middle of the Indian Ocean; agreed to resume the shipment
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of Phantom jets to Israel; and reportedly offered to help defray
the expenses of British military bases on Malta.
Such are the political facts of life, and action or inaction
on the part of the Security Council is merely a manifestation
of political reality. Inevitably the question must be posed
whether a resolution approved over the objections of one of
the super-powers in a veto-free Council would be more conducive to the cause of peace than one which fails of adoption because of the negative vote of such a member. It is in
this light that the author examines the history of the Council
during its first quarter-century.
While not analyzing the entire range of the Council's
activities, the book's ten chapters deal with the more vivid
episodes and often describe them in a colorful and humorous
fashion. Indeed, at times some of the terminology seems to be
misplaced. For example, Ambassador Hans Tabor of Denmark, the "Councilmann-the term employed by Mr. Boyd to
describe a permanent representative-who presided over the
Security Council during the 1967 Arab-Israeli war, is called
"a new boy" in the Council. 3 And some of the similes are
unfortunate. Thus Secretary-General Thant's attempts to raise
funds for UNFICYP are likened to those of a "Buddhist monk
with a begging bowl".4 But such comments are of minor
import and do not detract from the value of th~ book.
More serious are certain of the factual and legal lapses
which are found within its pages. The claim, for instance,
that the Soviet Union "has not contested the legality"5 of
proposals of the Council which were passed with the participation of the Republic of China is not borne out by the facts.
As early as 1950, the then Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs
of the USSR, Andrei A. Gromyko, stated that the resolutions
of June 27 and July 7, 1950 which recommended assistance to
Korea and established the Unified COlnmand, were not properly adopted and had Hno legal force" because they received
six votes, the seventh being that of the "Kuomintang representative Mr. Tingfu F. Tsiang who has not legal right to
represent China".G The statement that the United States Senate "ratifies" treaties is an only too common discrepancy, as
BoYD, supra note 1, at 209.
Id. at 289.
5Id. at 12.

3

4

uSee 5 U.N. SCOR, Supp. June-Aug. 1950, at 29-30, U.N. Doc. S/1517

(1950); 5 U.N. SCOR, Supp. June-Aug. 1950, at 77-8, U.N. Doc. S/1596/
Rev. 1 (1950). See also 5 U.N. SCOR, Supp, June-Aug. 1950, at 69,
U.N. Doc. 8/1579 (1950) and the statement of Ambassador Y. Malik in
5 U.N. SCOR, 480th meetin'g 15-6, 20 (1950).
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is the interchange of Hnaval blockade" with "naval quarantine" in referring to the action during the Cuban missile crisis.
Certain other observations are unclear. Among these is
the initial failure to distinguish between provisions for financing ONUC and ~NFICYP, although in fairness it should be
noted that the manner in which the Cyprus operation is financed is ultimately clarified. Still other views are quite
~
controversial. In tlie strong defense of the Secretary-General's
withdrawal of UNEF in 1967, the position is taken that the
invitation of the host state to station peace-keeping forces
within its territory necessitates continuous consent. It is
argued that if attempts are made "to keep the force there
against the hosts' will")7 it is highly unlikely that a state will
ever again permit such units in its territory. Politically speaking, however, is it realistic to expect the formation and acceptance of a future peace-keeping force such as UNEF in an
area as volatile as the Middle-East, if it is constantly at the
mercy of its hosts? Juridically is it not far sounder to suggest
that a state by accepting the forces has legally agreed to
curtail its sovereignty and limit its freedom of action with
regard Jo them? Thus the units do not perform their mission
at the sufferance of the host country. And under the doctrine
of estoppel, consent once given cannot be withdrawn arbitrarily-allegans contraria non audiendus est.
In spite of these shortcomings this is a useful study. Even
though there are certain instances of sarcasm, it is basically
a volume which is in favor of the world organization at a
time in which strong criticism has been directed at the United
Nations. It is basically an attempt to show that with all its
shortcomings the Security Council has functioned quite welL
Whether discussing the Middle-East, the Congo, Cyprus, Rhodesia, the Pueblo, Czechoslovakia, or Northern Ireland the
author repeatedly indicates that, given the circumstances, the
Council did its best in each of these instances.
Above all the reader is constantly reminded, explicitly
and implicitly, that the Council merely mirrors the international picture and that its movements result from this reflection, not from the organ qua organ. This is even more vividly
detailed in the changed positjons which members have
adopted wi th the passage of time and in this
the admission of new states and the enlargement of the Council are
cases in point. To be sure, the volume is not on par with those
7 BOYD,

supra note 1, at 197.
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of Bailey, Rosenne, or Sharp on the different bodies of the
United Nations. Still, it is certainly worthy of attention on the
part of those who are interested in the operations of the
world organization.
Guenter Weissberg*

* Professor Weissberg received his J.D.

& Ph.D, from Columbia University and is a member of the New York Bal'. A well-knov.rn international legal consultant, he is Professor of Political Science at Colby
College and is currently Visiting Scholar at Columbia University.

WORD POLITICS: VERBAL STRATEGY
AMONG THE SUPERPOWERS
THOMAS M. FRANCK AND EDWARD WEISBAND. Oxford University
Press. 1971 xiii, 176 pp. $5.95.
It is uni.versally acknowledged that given the decentralized
structure of the international community, international law is,
in large measure, prescribed, invoked, applied and appraised by
state departments and foreign offices. States, which are still the
primary actors in the international arena, employ various
strategies - ideological, diplomatic, economic, and military - to
pursue their objectives and in doing so, they transmit signals
to other actors, signals which ought to be carefully watched
and read, for it is these signals which create mutual expectations and invariably set the parameters of acceptab1e and unacceptable state behavior.
Traditionally, state conduct has been the focus of most
scholarly investigation so as to predict future state behavior,
for a state's past conduct has been considered to be a fairly
accurate measure of what might be a state's likely response
in a similar future situation. Also, policymakers seem to keep
a close watch on what their allies and adversaries do. State
utterances, on the other hand, have not been the subject of close
scrutiny by the scholar. Professors Franck and Weisband contend that even the policymakers, at least those in Washington,
do not seem to be overly concerned with what expectations they
might inadvertently create by their pronouncements. 1
How important are these utterances, compared with what
states do, in anticipating their future moves or the moves of
the states at which these utterances, are directed, or in affecting
their internal structures and values or in transforming the international system? The current debates on the "credibility
gap" between the U.s. government and the citizenry in the
context of the Vietnam war) the U.S.-Soviet "missile gap':,
U.S. defense spending for national security, the India-Pakistan
war and the ITT case have recently stirred interest in state
utterances. However, Professors Franck and Weisband deserve
credit for having undertaken this pioneering study to demon1
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strate that words, principles and doctrines are as important
in world politics as is military strategy.
The authors assert that when a superpower engages in
verbal strategy, that is when it attempts to explain its conduct
to the world by relying on a set of principles, it thereby affects
the international system in general and limits the options available to the state in future specific confrontations with other
states. 2 Specifically,
the conduct is explained by principles inconsistent with those previously applied in similar situations, the result is that: (1) the system is transformed insofar
as the expectation is created that the other superpower in the
future may invoke the same principles;3 (2) the superpower's
world image is tarnished;4 and (3) the superpower's strategic
credibility is reduced, i.e., deterrence may no longer be credible
because "[ n ] ot only what we do, but what we say we are doing
creates a psychological expectation by the other side that it will
not be prevented from acting in accordance with the same
principles" .5
The authors examine in detail the U.S. verbal behavior
between 1954 and 1965 in three regional crisis situations: Guatemala, Cuba and the Dominican Republic. Based upon their
investigation, they show that the explanations and rationalizations advanced by the U.S. of its conduct during these crises
anticipated the Brezhnev doctrine 6 , which the Soviet Union
enunciated following its invasion of Czechoslovakia in August,
1968. They conclude that: "The cumulative effect of the U.s.
pronouncements is to appear to authorize the Soviet Union to
do exactly what it did to Czechoslovakia in 1968".1 Thus, the
Johnson and Brezhnev doctrines are
identical",8
The authors discuss the politics of the Czechoslovakian invasiono and argue that the Soviets might have been deterred
from directly invading Czechoslovakia "had there been an
added cost, namely, a convincing uncertainty about the risk of a
U.S. military reaction".lo There was no cause for such uncer2 [d. at 119:
SId. at viii, 6.
41d.
I) Id. at 7.
(; On the legal aspects of the Brezhnev doctrine, see generaLly Ramundo,
Czechoslovakia and the Law of Peaceful Coexistence: Legal Characterization in the Soviet National Interest, 22 STANFORD L. REV. 963 (1970);
Goodman, The Invasion oj Czechoslovakia, 4 INT'L LAW. 42 (1969);
infra note 28.
7 FRANCK & WEISBAND at 8,
SId. at 6.
{) Id. at 11-32.
10 [d. at 32.
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tainty, for the Russians were able to point out that in Czechoslovakia "they were merely applying the very principles of
conduct the United States had evolved in relation to Latin
America".l1
The authors outline the principles of the Brezhnev doctrine
as follows: 12 (1) a nation-member of a regional or ideological
community cannot withdraw or be withdrawn from that con1munity's jurisdiction; (2) the community could impose certain
standards of behavior on its members pertaining to domestic
and foreign policy; (3) the con1munity determines whether a
member of the community is complying with the set standards;
(4) a member found derelict in its compliance with the set
standards may be forced by the community to alter its policies
- i.e.) if the the community action requires the use of military
force, it will be termed collective self-defense against the encroachment of an alien ideology, and not aggression; (5) specifically, any socio-economic or political doctrine or system at
variance from the one established by the community will be
considered alien, in response to which the community may
use force as a collective self-defense measure; and (6) under
the treaty of the community, community members may invade
the territory of a state at the invitation of any persons designated by the community as "loyalist" leaders, even though they
do not constitute the legally recognized government even by
the community members.
The authors show how these six principles were all derived from the prior verbal behavior of the United States in
justifying its interventionist policies in Latin America. In 1954,
during the Guatemalan crisis, the United States had successfully blocked any United Nations action, thus signalling the
Soviet Union that the United States would not tolerate any
interference, even that of the United Nations, in the Western
Hemisphere, a region that the United States considered exclusively within its sphere of influence. 13 The authors outline the'
principles which the United States relied upon to justify the
Cuban quarantine, to demand the removal of Soviet missiles
during the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962,1-1 and to show that
while lIthe precise circumstances of the Cuban missile crisis
and the Czechoslovakian crisis of 1968 are, of course, different,
the entire verbal conceptualization of the American and O.A.S.
II

Id.

rd. at 39-40.
See generally id. at 49-55.
14 Id. at 63-68.
12

13
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positions during the missile crisis unmistakably makes the principles of the Brezhnev Doctrine seem more reciprocal than
innovative".13
Since the United States did not use its armed forces in the
territory of either Guatemala or Cuba, the sixth principle
outlined in the Brezhnev doctrine finds no parallel in the U.S.
or O.A.S. verbal strategy used in those crises. But the authors
find a fitting parallel to that principle in the Johnson doctrine,
enunciated during the 1965 Dominican Crisis. 1G The now famous
doctrine that "American nations cannot, must not, and will not
permit the establishment of another Communist government
in the Western Hemisphere'',17 was invoked to justify the presence of American troops in the Dominican Republic. This doctrine of "unlimited superpower supremacy in its region . . .
proved very convenient to Soviet strategists in 1968",18 for the
Soviets merely echoed the propositions advanced by the United
States during the Dominican Crisis,19 and "with the help of the
words, concepts, and principles of the prior U.S. foreign policy
pronouncements", had little or no difficulty in rationalizing the
invasion of Czechoslovakia. The Dominican and Czechoslovakian actions were justified by the U.S. and Soviet Union respectively by invoking their right and duty to raise self-defense
measures against alien-influenced invasion, in accordance with
the norms and expectations established by the respective regional pacts, and as humanitarian rescue operations.
The authors do not assert that the U.S. action in the Dominican Republic was "the operative cause of the Soviet suppression of Czechoslovakia",20 for they recognize that there are
many intervening variables. However, what they do skillfully
and convincingl~ accomplish is prove their contention that
there was an almost indistinguishable invocation of concepts
and norms by the U.S. and the Soviet Union to rationalize interventions into their respective regions, which have in reality
been transformed into super power ghettoes.
For~efully arguing that it is a false dichotomy to distinguish between words and acts in terms of their impact internId. at 69.
See generaLLy id. at 70-95. See also this reviewer's analysis of the
Dominican crisis in Nanda, United States Action in the 1965 Dominican
C?'isis: Impact on WorLd Orde1', 43 DENVER L. J. 439 (1966); and Part II)
44 DENVER L. J. 225 (1967).
J 7 FRANCK & WEISBAND at 79.
18 Id. at 94-95.
1H See genemHy id. at 96-113.
20 Id. at viii.
Hi

1 (i
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ally, or on other actors and the international system in general,21 the authors assert that:
it ought to have been recognized that when President Johnson
explained our invasion of the Dominican Republic in terms of
a doctrine of Limited sovereignty and regional self-defense
against an alien ideology he in effect offered the Soviets the
right to depos.e any regime in Eastern Europe that appeared to
threatened socialist orthodoxy. In August 1968 the "offer" was
accepted. Strategically it means little to argue - however true
- that we did not intend this systemic consequence. We knew,
and the Russians knew that we knew, that the Brezhnev Doctrine was the reciprocal of the Johnson Doctrine. Estoppel in
such circumstances is not merely a legal but also a systemic
and strategic concept. 22

The authors contend that the U.S. verbal strategy in the
Guatemalan, Cuban and Dominican crises seems to endorse a
static balance of power which they find not to be in the U.S.
national interest, "if we believe liberty better than totalitarianism to be the dynamic force".23 They fear that if the U.S. continues its policy of "regional repression", it "would almost certainly create social and political conflicts at home that could
end only in the restoration of democratic ideals to our foreign
policy or else in a domestic regime as authoritarian as any we
might impose on the hemisphere".24 They predict: '~If we were
to subscribe to the principle of a two-ghetto system we would
be further blurring the line between U.S. democracy and Soviet
communism. . .".25
The last chapter26 is a study of the current developments,
especially the recently pronounced Nixon doctrine which would
purportedly shift the emphasis from the verbal strategy of
hostility to that of cooperation. The authors suggest that perhaps Nixon's pronouncements on the election of President
Allende in Chile and on the leftist course of action adopted by
the revolutionary junta of Peru offer a promise for the future,
recognizing the right of small states in the hemisphere to pursue diverse economic policies. This is qualified by the caution~
ary stand that these states not serve as a base for a foreign
state or for the subversion of other Latin American states. The
Soviet Union seems to be following a reciprocal pattern by
permitting Romania, Yugoslavia and Albania to follow their
own roads to socialism.
l

See generally id. at 114 ...36.
Id. at 129.
23 I d. at 112.
21

22

24

rd. at 116.

Id. at 115.
26 Id. at 137-69.
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Thus the authors suggest that perhaps an effort is already
under way to modify the J ohnson-Brezhnev principles which
where responsible for creating auperghettoes. However, in order
to succeed in laying the foundation for a different kind of
world order, based on cooperation instead of hostility, efforts
will have to be made to bring about changes on several levels,
for instance; in climate, images, concrete conduct and systemic
norms of conduct. The authors conclude with this succinct
observation: "We are at the crossroads. If they and we so
choose, the Soviet Union and the United States can now move
from the dual-ghetto patterns of subsystem interaction to a
new norm that safeguards the superpowers' justified, essential
strategic interests, while yet permitting much greater expression of the national individuality of smaller states within each
superpower's region".27
The book should interest and benefit students of international law and relations as much as those who are policymakers, politicans and statesmen. Those of use who have followed the earlier works by Professors Franck and Weisband on
the subject, especially their articles: The Johnson and Brezhnev
Doctrines: The Law You Make May Be Your Own,28 and The
Role of Reciprocity and Equivalence in Systemic Superpower
Interaction)2!l and that of Professor Franck, Who KiUed Article
2 (4) ?:~O had hoped and anticipated that the authors would bring
this material together into a handy volume, which, fortunately,
they have done. In fact, the authors have gone beyond the
already printed material. They have not only added new material but new insights as well, especially in the last chapter
and in their analysis of the prior case studies.
One could perhaps quibble over the fact that since the
bipolar system is giving way to a multipolar system, since the
future of Sino-Soviet relations is unpredictable, and since
many more maj or middle powers as we1l are likely to have
their impact on the nature of the future international system,
the conc~pt of superpower-ghettoes might already have become
outmoded. But still the fact remains that the verbal strategy
of nation states, both big and small, needs to be carefully
formulated, for it does affect the nature of the international
system and its shape to be. The authors have given ample
proof that since the United States had "never learned to listen
27 Id. at 169.
:!822 STANFORD L. REv. 979 (1970).
!W 3 N.Y.U.J. INT'L L. & POLITICS 263 (1970).
30 64 AM. J. INT'L L. 809 (1970).
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to itself as if it were the enemy speaking'?1 it and the world
order have suffered in the long run. Their recommendations
are indeed invaluable, and if followed would form the foundation for a desirable world public order.

Ved P. Nanda*

*Professor, College of Law, University of Denver. Director, International Legal Studies Program.
:n FRANCK & WEISBAND at 8.
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BOOK NOTES
THE UNITED STATES AND CHINA. John King Fairbank, third edition. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1971. xvi, 500 pp.
$9.95.
This work, often considered classic and now in its third
edition, redefines our understanding of Asian realities and of
the United States' aggressiveness. THE UNITED STATES AND CHINA
questions the U.S. policy of containment in the Asian context.
Is it possible that the U.S. did not understand China? History
is bringing in the verdict now. To co-exist and even to survive,
the U.S. will have to re-examine itself with regard to the real
Asia and our own very doubtful benevolence. Edwin O. Reischauer claims in his introduction that no one has written with
more clarity or perception about China.
The format is essentially that of a text outlining what the
U.S. knows of China and what recently has resulted from its
policy. The style is formal, and the order and classification of
happenings are helpfully headlined. As a source of material
the generous section for suggested readings offers a wealth of
citations for one interested in pursuing areas in depth.
PEACE WITH CHINA? U.S. DECISIONS FOR ASIA. Earl C. Ravenal,
editor. New York: Liveright, 1971. x, 248 pp. $7.50.
This book is a symposium of the views of eighteen experts
who represent one of two groups: the radical critic or the government servant. Former members of the Kennedy and Johnson administra tions examine the foreign policies and their
resultant implications which still determine U.S. policy today.
The debate between the critics of our Asian policy and those
instrumental in forming that policy often becomes heated.
The question is raised of whether a tolerant concession to the
real needs of all people is evolving rather than the continued
effort to impress this nation's principles on the rest of the
world.
The style is informal and the format allows each participant to present his views, which are responded to by other
participants. This gives the reader a stimulating and informative variety of perspectives. For the researcher or scholar there
are few references to wh1ch one might look for further informa119
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tion. The materials presented, however, are in themselves
perceptive analyses.
A NEW LOOK AT RED CHINA. Joseph Newman, directing editor.
Washington, D.C.: Books by U.S. News & World Report, 1971.
317 pp. $2.95.
This book written by the staff of the U.S. News & Wo-rld
Report serves as an informative and enjoyable document on
the recent emergence of China from behind the Great Wall.
From Stalin's death to the present the delicate winds of world
politics are traced in reference to China. The most striking
aspect of the book is the analysis of the diplomacy between the
U.S., China and the U.S.S.R. which gives the reader an idea of
the realities underlying sensitive and complex foreign relations.
The authors remained true to their aim throughout the book
when they cautioned that the work was not to have been a
detailed study but rather a guide to only some of the major
factors and issues which have come into play. The views of
various journalists and government officials point towards a
means of reaching sound conclusions about open societies as
well as the greatest closed society in modern history. The
colorful and informal style allows the reader who is less
familiar with the subject a chance to ~njoy the fascinating
strategies normally hidden behind elusive diplomatic language.
THE GROWTH OF WORLD LAW. Percy E. Corbett. Princeton, New
Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1971. 205 pp. $7.50.
In a comprehensive summary of the trend in international
organization, Professor Corbett, a distinguished author and
scholar, traces the development of legal institutions from international law to a law which transcends states and acknowledges
the rights of the individual and humanity as a whole. In his analysis he surveys the integrative processes which are responsible for this transition to supra-nationalism, and specifically discusses such agreements as the Geneva Conference of 1958 on
the Law of the Sea, the 1969 Conference in Vienna on the Law
of Treaties, the IBRD Convention of 1965, and the United
Nations and regional organizations, such as the Organization
of American States, and the Organization of African Unity;
and the polemics of international propaganda. The text covers
in the form of an historical exposition what is happening in the
world community, and assesses optimistically, but at the same
time realistically, prospects for the growth of world law.
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John A. Katris. New York, New Critics
Press, E.P. Dutton and Co., Inc.) 1971, 317 pp. $9.95.

EYEWITNESS IN GREECE.

The exciting drama of the recent military takeover in
Greece comes alive through the eyes of an on the spot observer)
Greek journalisf John A. Katris. Mr. Katris has served as
political editor and editor in chief of a number of major Greek
newspapers during the past two decades. From the vastly publicized assassination of Greek M.P. Gregory Lambrakis (one of
the most celebrated accounts of which is the book "Z" by V.
Vassilikos) to the April 1967
that NATO supplied tanks
advanced through Athens and marked the final phase of the
military take over, Mr. Katris' political novel dramatically
traces the death of democracy in the land of its birth. In addition to his eyewitness account of the events in q-reece, the
author draws upon his many conversations with his personal
friend George Papandreou in compiling this chronical of political upheaval. Of outstanding merit is the author's objective
presentation of the nature and extent of NATO, CIA and Pentagon involvement in the perpetration of thIs decade of corruption and terrorism, ending in military dictatorship. Mr. Katris
warns that the danger of such a
takeover threatens all
nations where the military is allowed to grow unchecked in
response to the threat of communism, Clarity and objectivity
are maintained in the author's writing as he presents a dramatic
and accurate account of the events, their causes, and their
significance.
THE MULTINATIONAL SPREAD OF U.S. ENTERRaymond Vernon. New York: Basic Books, Inc.) 1971.
336 pp. $8.50.

SOVEREIGNTY AT BAY:
PRISES.

This is the first of five volumes presenting the result of
Harvard's Multinational Enterprise Project which was started
in 1965 and funded by the Ford Foundation. It is a general
view of the variations of multinational corporation with particular emphasis on those based in the United States, describing their history, growth, composition, and impact. SOVEREIGNTY
AT BAY is well documented with frequent tables and data from
the study it reports, and is easily read. The author concludes
that the regulation of the vast multinational enterprises be
assumed by an international organization in possession of "a
set of social yardsticks that are multinational in scope".
THE CLOSING CIRCLE. Barry Commoner. New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, Inc.; 1971. 326 pp. $6.95.
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Although the environmental situation has been called a
"crisis", the roots of the problem were implanted long before
the present realization. Barry Commoner, biologist, ecologist
and educator, has devoted the large part of his career attempting to emphasize the critical balance between man and the
earth on which he lives. As a scientist) the polemics of the
ecology debate are patently clear to Mr. Commoner. THE CLOSING CIRCLE has the insight of scientific inquiry coupled with the
broad experience of the political and educational channels. In
short, it is a most readable work devoted to calmly informing
the public that it has only a few decades in which to build a
rational social-economic system for survival.
THE CLOSING CIRCLE is the explanation of the interrelation-

ship of man and the physiological environment. Somehow such
scientific expositions always seem to lack the practical reality
needed for a concerted motivation to do something ... but this
is not the case here. The book starts by giving a very clear and
understandable analysis of the balance and then proceeds to
show thru actual case histories how this balance can be upset. Clear and concise case histories of the poisoning of the
air in Los Angeles, the earth in Illinois, and the water in Lake
Erie are representative of the problems. The results of some of
the unsettling problems such as plastics (Polyvinyl-chloride)
and atomic fallout (Strontium 90) will not be known until the
next generation.
Unquestionably, Mr. Commoner makes no attempt to find
a "scapegoat" in solving the ecological crisis. It is the basic
value system of each and everyone of us which must change.
Allegiance to our present values contains the seeds of our own
destruction.
This book is a creative and nondoctrinaire approach to a
problem which deserves all the discussion that current authors
give to it. The goal of survival cannot be attained until the
enemy is thoroughly understood.
RISE TO GLOBALISM: AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY SINCE 1938. Stephen
E. Arnbrose. London: Allen Lane The Penguin Press, 1971. 351
pp. $8.95.
nAs she moved into the 1970's, America remained determined to hold the empire she had won, whatever the cost."
With these words the author summarizes the result of American foreign policy developments which occurred between 1938
and 1970. He views the tremendous growth of America, from
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the economic depression of the 1930's to its current position of
world dominence, as being caused by a revolution in attitudes,
policies and methods.
Mr. Ambrose analyzes the military, economic and political
events of the era by describing this revolution. He believes
that underlying the Second World War, the Korean Conflict,
and the Vietnam War there were developing American characteristics of economic aggressiveness, racism, fear of communism and national pride. To these characteristics he ascribes
the rise of American power, and they are the basis of his
analysis.
This refreshing historical perspective is a valuable contribution to the historical studies of this era. It is a fascinating narrative, and those involved with international law will find
RISE TO GLOBALISM a useful source towards understanding the
background of the present world situation.
STALIN: THE HISTORY OF A DICTATOR. H. Montgomery Hyde. New
York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1972. 679 pp. $12.95.
Mr ...Hyde has written many historical biographies ranging
from Castlereagh to Oscar Wilde, and STALIN is treated with the
same exacting approach. The book is woven together with
many narratives and interviews to make a complete story of
Stalin, the man, and Stalin, the dictator. Even though the history of Stalin is well known there are few works which attempt to trace the evolution from birth to grave of a fam,ous
man.
Stalin's early years in Georgia are portrayed in the starkness and hostility of Tsarist Russia. Even down to the fact that
Stalin had latent anxieties about his physical shortcomings, the
life of the dictator is relived. The absolute power is astounding
when one realizes his methods and his control. When reduced
to but a helpless dependent in his declining years, Stalin still
provoked fear and terror.
In the chapter entitled "The Deadly Pact", Hyde shows how
Stalin's only real match was Hitler. Even after the first Nazi
invasions of Russia, Stalin still sent supplies to Germany. In
fact, he was rendered helpless by the complete misunderstanding of Hitler's designs. This mistake was never made again.
As Hyde explains, America was literally used to help build
the Russia of today. Stalin's paranoia is a thread which runs
throughout the book and the "Doctors' Plot" was only defeated
by the death of Stalin.
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Nikita Khruschev's memoirs are utilized to add evidence
that Stalin was indeed barbaric, but highly successful with this
use of force. STALIN is illustrated with maps, letters, pictures
and even criminal files. One cannot help but conclude that this
is one of the most thorough and complete works even written
about Stalin.
HOLOCAUST OR HEMISPHERIC Co-op: CROSS CURRENTS IN LATIN
AMERICA. William O. Douglas. New York: Random House, 1971.
215 pp. $5.95.
In Latin America, 80 per cent of the population is destitute,
10 per cent of the landowners control 90 per cent of the arable
land, and the population growth rate is one of highest in the
world.
Justice Douglas makes the suggestion that the United States
abandon the traditional role of hemispheric leader and work
with Latin America as a partner in a cooperative economy. He
discusses a series of innovative programs designed to deal with
indigenous Latin American institutions. The existing foundations of Latin American culture must be taken into consideration in any new plan, even though they may not coincide with
our "American" way of life and capitalistic economy. Justice
Douglas proposes a hemispheric co-op which would allow Latin
American nations to work together for their mutual gain while
allowing political and technological diversity.
HOLOCAUST OR HEMISPHERIC Co-op describes the animosity
shown toward the United States as a product of the South
American national's view of United States involvement as condescension and exploitation. The work covers such diverse
topics as the military and the elite, as well as current misconceptions of Latin American folklore. The book is incisive and
immensely realistic in its approach to proposals for significant
improvement in the quality of life for the impoverished of
Latin America.
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